
Forward

Just for a moment, close your eyes, stop thinking about all the details of your upcoming wedding, 
close your eyes, and take a deep breath. Now, imagine yourself 10 years from now, still happily 
married. Will you be able to remember much about your wedding?

Twenty or thirty years from now, the photographs from your wedding will be the most lasting 
remembrance you have. All the details, that you’re working so hard to be sure are perfect, from 
the largest to the most minute and equally important to you, will fade from your memory over the 
years. Other than your love, very little will consistently bring you back to the day, evoking all the 
feelings and joy as if your were actually there. Photographs are one of these few items. Yes, you’ll 
keep the dress forever, but how often will you wear it after your wedding day? After the first few 
years, even the video probably won’t be watched more than once a year, on your anniversary.

Your photographs are keepsakes that you will revisit again and again. A recent survey of couples 
who’d been married ten or more years still look at their wedding album several times yearly. In 
fact, many confirmed that had they known in advance how important the images would be later 
in their lives, they’d have allocated more of their wedding budget to photography, prints, and 
framed artwork. Many couples still prominently display not only their own photographs, buat 
also their parents and grandparents wedding images.  Great wedding photographs are destined to 
become your family heirlooms!

Shopping for a wedding photographer is unlike shopping for anything else for your wedding, for 
one simple reason. You won’t be able to see what you bought until after you’ve paid in full and the 
wedding is over. Though it might not seem so, buying a gown is easier in some ways. You look 
at catalogs, pick out some styles you like, go to places that sell them, try several on, pick the one 
you like best, then have it altered to fit perfectly. You know EXACTLY what your gown is going to 
look like well in advance of the wedding.

Not so with your photographer. In the long run, you’ll make your choice based on faith. Ultimate-
ly you’ll have to have faith that they’ll do what they say they will, be prompt and on time, work 
with you to get you as a team, take great photos, and deliver in a timely manner. That may seem 
like a lot to take on faith, but that’s what a professional wedding photographer does!

Here’s a short list of suggestions on how to go about successfully locating the right person for the 
job!

Educate yourself about styles of wedding photography.

Before you begin contact with any photographers, spend some time educating yourself. You don’t 
need to be an expert. After all, that’s what you pay the photographer to be. Just spend some time 
understanding the different styles of photography, and maybe a bit about post processing (that’s 
the computer work done to your images to give them a certain “look” before delivery). Here’s a 
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quick primer on some of the many different styles, which include traditional, photo-journalistic, 
candid, and ultra-modern.

Traditional

Traditional photography is just that. Poses are carefully set up with everyone involved posed 
perfectly, often facing the same way, and the image looks 
balanced. In a traditional shot of a bride and her brides-
maids, the bridesmaids are surrounding the bride and all 
holding their flowers with the same hand furthest from 
the bride and at the same level. ThereB would typically 
be the same number of bridesmaids on each side of the 
bride. Bridesmaids on each side facke angled inward 
slightly toward the bride. Often this kind of posing incor-
porates steps, with the bride on the top step, the first pair 
of bridesmaids on the step just below her and the same 
distance. The result is a V shape that looks really good. 
Traditional posing techniques have been developed and 

refined over many years, with much thought and 
planning resulting in an eye pleasing balance to 
the image.

These are probably the kind of images your par-
ents have, and maybe even your grandparents. 
Before you automatically decide this style isn’t for 
you, you might want to consider that, 1) both sets 
of your parents might really love this style. You 
might want to have at least some images of this 
style, if for no other reason than to appease them. 
2) As the years go by, your own tastes may change, 
and you may prefer this style of imagery by that 

time. A truly well done traditional image really never goes out of style.

Candid

Candid styles are relaxed, and include an some elements of both 
traditional and photo-journalistic work. A photographer special-
izing in candid typically follows the action, making images as 
they happen. The majority of their work isn’t posed, but a great 
candid photographer is an expert at capturing real emotion, 
while it happens. Candid shooters will often include some images 
that “lean” toward traditional poses, too. These might be slightly 
less perfectly symetrical, but still rely on many of the time proven 
methods that have produced quality images for decades.

Post processing used by candid photographers runs the gambut 
from very light to extremely intense. Often this is case of the 
photographer developing a personal style. If that style resonates 



with you, you’re on the right path.

Choosing a candid style photographer is often a good way 
to make everyone happy, from your grandparents to your 
friends! Note: Be sure to tell them you want some traditional 
poses of the formals, too!

Photo-journalistic

Photo-journalistic and candid styles have much in com-
mon, but photo-journalistic utilizes an even more relaxed 
approach, shooting whatever happens as it happens. Photo-
journalistic processing leans more towards what you’d see 
in a news magazine or newspaper, no real posing, nothing 
fancy, not much retouching, etc. You probably won’t see any images that are specially, no special 
“romantic” blurring, retouching or “cool” look. The advantage to this style is that it records the day 
exactly as it happened. If there’s a disadvantage, it’s that sometimes people just don’t like how they 
look in photographs, and some subtle post production done well (so that’s it unnoticlbe except the 
subjects just like how they look) can be a good thing. Often a photo-journalistic photographer is 
willing to do this type of touch up, if requested.

Ultra-Modern

Similar to current fashionable apparel, ultra-modern style pho-
tography is the look that is “really hip” right now. Ultra-modern 
photographic styles are much like women’s fashions. Several 
Ultra-modern styles that are popular at the time of this writ-
ing are tilted camera - where the camera is tilted and that flat 
ground looks like a steep hill,  extreme over processing - im-
ages that may have super heavy contrast, very over-saturated, 
under-saturated, or surreal looking color, and custom edges. 
Though you’ll see custom edges on most any kind of photogra-
phy style these days, these are ones shots that look like someone 

took a paintbrush or felt tip 
marker and painted or drew 
unevenly around the border 
of the image. Then there’s cross processing - a style the emulates 
a much older method used by fashion photographers back in 
the days of film on their quest to provide something new and 
different. Back then, it was done by using different chemicals in 
different order than one would to get a normal photograph. In 
the digital world it’s all done with software but the look can be 
the same, and can be taken much further. Cross processed im-
ages sometimes look as though they have a dual color look, or 
may have a “wash” of color over the entire image.

Done well, ultra-modern images really look great and enhance a 
wedding album, even if there are other styles included.



If you’re really sold on this style, consider including images of another style as well, or even mixing 
several. Some of the best albums I’ve seen use Ultramodern images as the “special sauce”, included 
now and then, serving to draw the viewer’s attention back in to the album.

Mixing styles is a might be a good choice. Styles that often work well together are traditional with 
candid, candid with photo-journalistic, or even mor than two styles.

Start with a quick phone call and/or email.

You can either make your first contact by phone or email, and should be able to obtain some vital 
information quickly. Items to find out during this first contact include, are they available for your 
date, what style(s) they shoot,  A rough idea of price ranges, and last, if you get a good “feel” from 
them when speaking on the phone, or from their email. There’s a slight advantage in this area to 
making the first contact by phone, due to the fact that voice nuances are lost in an email exchange. 
Another thing you an find out is, if you leave a message or email, how responsive were they getting 
back to you?

The answers to these questions will let you know if you should visit them in person.

Book face to face appointments.

It’s really important to meet your potential photographer face to face. We suggest you bring along 
the groom, both sets of parents (or anyone else involved in paying), and your wedding coordinator 
if you plan to use one.  With multiple people there, you’ll have others impressions to rely on, not 
just your own, so be sure compare notes afterward.

Clear and easy communication is vital.

Clear communication is vitally important. Trust me when I say that you’re going to have lots on 
your mind the day of your wedding, and trying to get your photographer to listen should not be 
necessary.

During the interview, does the photographer listen closely to your needs, and respond in a posi-
tive way? Or, do they cut you off mid-sentence, and “steam roller” you into accepting their concepts 
without taking yours into consideration?

It’s much easier to weed the “ I’m a professional and I know everything” vendors out now, rather 
than trying to make them understand what you want during your reception. During the interview, 
be sure they listen carefully and consider your needs when discussing each aspect of the package 
you’re considering. There should be an exchange and concepts between you, not just them giving a 
dissertation of how it should be.

“Uncle George” may not be the right photographer for your wedding.

Nowadays, just about everyone has a pretty decent digital camera, including your best friend, or 
“Uncle George”. Many, many people are trying to supplement their income by turning their hobby 
into professional photography. Some may have spent a decent amount of money, setting up a small 
studio in their basement or garage, and, once in a great while, they might actually be pretty good. If 



they’re that rare person with natural talent and a few skills, that doesn’t qualify them to shoot wed-
dings.

Do not consider that someone who is a good portrait photographer will automatically be a good 
wedding photography. Even if they have shot a few weddings as favors. None of that has any re-
lationship to being a professional wedding photographer.  Do not expect to get quality heirloom 
images from someone who hasn’t done this, a lot.

All about the money.

Wedding and event photographers typically break down their pricing in several areas. First, there’s 
amount (hours) of coverage. Will they be there all day, document all the preparation, and stay 
through to the end when the bride and groom depart the reception?

Second, do they include a certain amount of product in their packages? Some bundle coverage with 
a number of different sizes of prints. Some separate coverage from prints. You pay for the coverage, 
then buy as many or as few products as you wish. There is an enormous array of products available. 
Quality images are now available on everything from simple prints, to canvas, large prints on metal 
or canvas, and books of all types, sizes and styles.

How much travel is involved? Some photographers charge extra for having to drive beyond a de-
fined distance from their location. If the travel distance is long, rooms may be required. If so, is this 
something you provide? How many and for how long?

Professional wedding photographers are in demand, busy, and not inexpensive. Chances are, if you 
plan to spend less than $1000, you’re not going to get a real pro.

Choose your photographer early in the vendor selection process.

More often than you’d think, the photographer is the last item on the list of things to do when mak-
ing arrangements for a wedding. By that time, cost overages have caused you to toss your original 
budget out the window, and you’ve begun tearing out your hair considering the financial overruns 
of your upcoming nuptials.

What do most people do at this point? They cut the amount they’d planned to spend on photog-
raphy. This may not be a great idea considering that the photos are the most lasting memoir you’ll 
have of your special day.

Do yourself a favor. Book the photographer early in the vedor selection process. That way when 
it comes to the point where you have to make sacrifices, you can serve a different entree or wine, 
which no one will remember anyways 10 years from now.

Questions, questions, questions.

Here are a few questions you should ask any photographer you interview. If they’re really profes-
sionals, they will probably explain many of these without you asking.

Will they be shooting the event themselves?



If the photographer has multiple shooters working for them, will they be shooting your wedding 
themselves? If not, who will? If they work the wedding themselves and use a second shooter, no 
reason to go further with this.

If they plan to use someone from their staff for your wedding, ask to see that person’s work.  
You might also ask to meet that person. Be sure that you can quickly establish an easygoing rela-
tionship with them, as well as the business owner.

B: How will proofs be presented, and when? How much extra if you want a physical proof book? 
Most pros proof online these days. This works really well, as long as you have a decent Internet 
connection (DSL, Cable Modem, or Satellite), If you have dial up, this will be a painful process. 
You’ll want to budget for a proof book.

It may take several weeks for your photographer to prepare the proofs for viewing. There’s a lot of 
work involved, even this early in the process. Most professionals I know average around 14 days.

What about an engagement session?

 Engagement sessions are a great way to find out if a photographer is the right person for your 
wedding. If you book your wedding with the photographer, can you get a discount on the engage-
ment session? It might be a good idea to ask if you book an engagement session, then decide to 
hire them for the wedding too, can you get a portion of the engagement session refunded towards 
the wedding?

What about digital versions of your choices?

 You’re going to want to post images on your blog, email them to friends and families, and post 
them on your Facebook account. Many professionals include a CD-ROM with web scaled versions 
of your selections expressly for these purposes. Is this included in your package? Will you have to 
pay extra for this?

What if you want to buy extra prints? 

Is there a time limit involved for you do do this? What about your friends and family? Can they 
buy prints themselves?

What kind of packages and will there be any flexibility?

After you’ve made your choices and they’ve been post processed and re-posted, most photogra-
phers open the site to your family and friends to buy their own prints. This is a great way to help 
keep your own costs down.  It’s not uncommon for the photographer to ask if they can place taste-
ful table cards or circulate an email sign up sheet at your reception so they can notify everyone on 
your behalf when this site is ready.

Most pro photographers keep web albums available for public use for a specific length of time. 
Typically this is about 6 months, but the length of availability may vary. After that, your photo-
graphs should be archived by the photographer in a way that you’ll always be able to get them 
back. Be sure to ask how this is done.



Will there be any other fees involved? 

How about travel? Will there be a charge for driving beyond a certain distance? Food? Do you feed 
them, or do they feed themselves? What about breaks? How many, how often, and how long?

Most importantly, there’s no question you can ask that is a stupid question. 

A professional photographer will have no problem answering anything you ask, openly and hon-
estly!


